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Abstract— Demand response, which is the action voluntarily
taken by a consumer to adjust amount or timing of its energy
consumption, has an important role in improving energy
efficiency. With demand response, we can shift electrical load
from peak demand time to other periods based on changes in
price signal. At residential level, automated Energy Management
System (EMS) have been developed to assist users in responding
to price changes in dynamic pricing systems. In this paper, a new
intelligent EMS (iEMS) in a smart house is presented. It consists
of two parts: fuzzy subsystem and intelligent lookup table. Fuzzy
subsystem is based on its fuzzy rules and inputs which produces
the proper output for intelligent lookup table. The second part,
whose core is a new model of an associative neural network, is
able to map inputs to desired outputs. The structure of the
associative neural network is presented and discussed. The
intelligent lookup table takes three types of inputs which come
from fuzzy subsystem, outside sensors and feedback outputs.
Whatever is trained in this lookup table are different scenarios in
different conditions. This system is able to find the best energy
efficiency scenario in different situations.
Index Terms— Energy Efficiency, Fuzzy logic, Demand
Response, Neural Networks, Smart Grid

I. INTRODUCTION

S

MART grid is a novel initiative whose aim is to deliver
energy to the users and also to achieve consumption
efficiency by means of bidirectional communication [1].
Combination of different hardware devices and software along
with an Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
infrastructure for a bidirectional communication constitutes
the smart grid architecture. ICT has a vital rule in the smart
grid architecture as it gives sustainability, creativity and
intelligence to it. This electricity network is able to
intelligently integrate the actions of all users which are
connected to it in order to return them back to users. Users can
use this information to optimize their energy consumption.
Thus, one of the main objectives of smart grid is encouraging
end users to participate in making decision about energy
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consumption in an efficient way. But in order to reach energy
efficiency, such architecture and interoperability is not
enough. We need to add intelligence to it at different levels. At
home level, the approach is to add intelligence and then
encourage customers to save energy by changing their energy
consumption behavior.
The electrical grid has two main sides: supply which
contains generation, transmission and distribution and demand
which consumes the power. The balance between supply and
demand sides is necessary at all times, otherwise some
blackouts will occur. Throughout the course of a day, when
demand increases, the utility companies have to turn on some
reserve generation capacity and send the power to the grid to
respond to the additional demand. Because these generators
usually use gas or diesel to run, they are very expensive. They
also emit more CO2 compared to nuclear and hydro power
plants, but less CO2 compared to coal-fired power plants used
for base load supply. If demand increases and there is not
enough capacity, the utilities pay customers to shed load,
usually during times of peak load or an emergency situation.
Blackouts are the worst case scenario, occurring when demand
exceedingly increases and the load cannot be handled. Peak
demand traditionally has been a problem in supply-side
management, solved by the construction of new power plants.
Focusing on management of demand-side can be an
alternative way to balance energy use at peak times. So,
demand response can be in response to an economical signal
which is mostly a pricing signal. By using demand response,
we are able to shift electrical load from peak demand time to
other periods which reduces the ratio of peak to average load.
This can be resulted in improving efficiency, reducing costs
[2] and risk of outages. Demand response can be done at
different levels like generation, transmission or end user level.
A lot of work has been done at generation and transmission
levels [1,3-7]. At the end user level, the smart grid is not only
able to provide information about electricity consumption for
both users and network operators, but also can dispatch
renewable energy resources to the grid. At the residential or
end user level demand response, challenges that should be
considered include real time pricing information to consumer,
networking home devices, security and implementing
automated EMS. In this paper, a new intelligent EMS system,
called iEMS is presented. It takes inputs from the grid and by
using an intelligent algorithm, tries to find effective and
efficient energy consumption. It can also match users’
preferences and behaviors and then find optimal energy
scheduling according to the dynamic price. This approach is
useful especially in a dynamic pricing system which
modification of energy consumption is unrecognized by a
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Fig. 1. The proposed iEMS

consumer. The suggested system has two subsystems as it is
shown in Figure 1.
The first subsystem, is a fuzzy system in which the inputs
can be external variable like price signal, environment
condition data, renewable resources or even human behavior
and preferences. This subsystem has some fuzzy rules along
with membership functions that make it an appropriate output
for the second subsystem, which is an intelligent lookup table.
The function of this fuzzy subsystem is to obtain the best
system state based on external real time data. The output
variable is obtained through centroid defuzzification which is
one of the most common techniques of converting fuzzy
output into a numerical output. The user behaviors and
preferences are stored in log files and applied in the fuzzy
subsystem. Clearly, different areas of the country have
different climates and some regions may use some appliances,
such as air conditioner, more than other regions. Also, user
preferences vary in different areas and by considering all of
them, the system should perform efficiently in all situations.
So, user behaviors and preferences, weather information and
price data in each area, shown in separate blocks, are logged
and, after a while, the values of membership functions in this
subsystem are set to proper values in order to obtain the
maximum efficiency. By using this method, if the home owner
changes, the system is able to adjust itself to new owner
behaviors after a while.
The second, and most important subsystem, is an intelligent
lookup table that consists of using a new topology of neural
network [8]. The first reason for using this type of neural
network is that its structure is crystal type which can be easily
extended for more inputs. Crystal type means this topology of
neural networks is made by the same shape cells. Another
reason to use this type of neural network, is that it is capable
of acting as an associative memory that maps inputs to desired
outputs.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, the related
works are reviewed. In section III, the fuzzy subsystem of the
system is explained. In section IV, the structure of the
intelligent lookup table, its training and functionality are
described and in section V, the simulation of the suggested
approach is shown. Acknowledgements and Conclusions are
made in sections VI and VII, respectively.

RELATED WORK

Reliability and affordability of electricity supply have
historically been the main objectives of improving the
electrical grid. Governments have invested in the generation
and transmission infrastructure of the grid in certain nations
such as USA, Canada and European countries. They were built
in anticipation of customer demand growth. In the early days
of infrastructure, the cost of utility declined as plants became
more efficient and larger. However, in 1960’s power
generation cost steadily increased due to increases in fuel cost,
environmental protection, decreases in technological
advances, and problems with nuclear power projects [9]. A
demand increase and price increases for electricity caused a
global energy crisis in the 1970’s. At the time, defenders of
conservation argued that working on reduction of demand-side
would be better and cheaper than to increase on the supplyside.
Cost reduction, supply reliability increase, market
efficiency, customer service improvement, environment
sustainability improvement and market power mitigation are
benefits of using demand response [10]. Peak demand has
been a problem on the supply-side as it requires construction
of new power plants to supply the demand. Demand-side
management is an alternative way to balance peak time loads.
A lot of work has been done in residential level in order to
make the energy consumption efficient.
In the field of energy management, Rausch and Palensky
[11] use an intelligent global energy management program
called PROFESY. PROFESY is used to manage energy
consumption at peak hours by loading and monitoring each
customer profile. The consumer profiles are controlled locally
by a device called the Maximum Demand Monitor (MDM).
PROFESY which is a Java written program combines and
optimizes the local MDMs. PROFESY also implements load
prediction algorithm through the use of neural networks and
also relying on a database to globally coordinate the
customer’s local MDMs.
In [12] LeMay, et al. have combined Building Automation
System (BAS) and Advanced Meter Infrastructure (AMI)
technologies to make the Meter Gateway Architecture (MGA)
implement Demand Side Management (DSM) functionalities.
MGA serves as a foundation for integrated control loads by
energy aggregators, unified hubs and smart appliances. The
main control component is the unified hub which, by using
ZigBee protocol, receives utility price signal in real time by
the smart meter. The signals can be sent to smart appliances to
control themselves or for the hub to control the demand
response.
Molderink, et al. [13] present an overview of current
research to improve energy efficiency of electricity supply.
They discussed Domestic technologies (Distributed
Generation, Energy Storage, and Demand Side Load
management) with different control methodologies (Local
scope, Microgrid and Virtual Power Plant). Their presented
residential DSM has three steps: a local offline part which
predicts energy demand and production in each single house
by using neural network; a global offline controller which
gathers the individual load profiles and generates a global
planning; a local real time controller which is an online
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scheduler and decides which appliances are switched on/off,
etc.
Sianaki, et al. [1] present an approach which decreases the
energy consumption in a smart house by using an intelligent
decision-making model. Dynamic pricing, user behavior and
renewable sources of energy are important factors for this
system to work. They present an intelligent approach in which
demand response can be achieved on a continuous basis at
home level.
In [14] Lui, et al. describe smart grid Demand Response
(DR) system architecture developed by Whirlpool Smart
Device Network (WSDN), which includes both the Home
Area Network and the Smart Grid domains that has three
levels of DR operation. In the lowest level, a smart appliance
individually responds to a smart grid control or pricing signal.
In the second level, a home energy management system
coordinates the responses from all smart devices (solar panel,
electrical vehicle supply equipment, micro generation,
appliances). The third level coordinates the responses from
hundreds to millions of houses through the internet (as the
networks build the smart meter domain do not have sufficient
bandwidth yet). Consumers should control how appliances
respond to the DR signals. The architecture of the network and
the home energy management system functional blocks and its
security are discussed. A centralized Smart Device Controller
which also operates as gateway towards the Smart Grid
manages appliances.
Conejo, et al. in [15] by using bidirectional communication
with the electricity supplier, describe an optimization model
which can be easily integrated in the energy management
system of a house. This model adjusts the hourly load level in
response to hourly electricity price and minimizes the energy
cost. They suppose the price and decision for the initial t-1
hours are clear. Also the price for the current hour, 10 min
prior to the current hour and also consumer demand at the
beginning of this hour are known. The prices for the following
24-t hours are unknown and are considered via robust
optimization. The basic energy consumption levels for the
following 24-t are variables to be determined.
In [16] Kishore, et al. propose mechanisms to optimize
power consumption both in a home with smart appliances and
across multiple such homes in neighborhood. It is supposed
that appliances communicate with each other and also with
EMS over HAN network. At first, a simple optimization
model is used to determine the optimal timing of appliance
operation in a single home by considering price and user
behavior. Then they show that if multiple homes each
optimize their appliances, the problem of demand peak is not
solved and just shifted simply to the off-peak period. Then
they propose a distributed scheduling mechanism to reduce
peak demand within neighborhood homes. At the end, they
propose an EMS optimization model based on dynamic
programming which is more realistic than the first one.
In [17] Han, et al. present an energy management system
based on Zigbee protocol. The various sensor networks and
device controllers in order to save energy consumption in a
smart house is used. A new smart house control system based
on sensor networks in order to make home networks more
intelligent is presented.

3
O’Neill, et al. [18] present a new algorithm named CAES
for energy management system in the residential level. It
controls residential device usage by using an online
application called Q-learning which estimates the impact of
future energy prices and consumer decisions based on current
energy decisions. It uses Markov chain in order to model both
residential device usage and energy prices but with unknown
transition probability distribution. Related work to this paper
can also be seen in [1, 11, 14]. Like these works, user’s
behavior, dynamic pricing and renewable resources are also
considered in this work. The difference between this work and
the state of the art is using the intelligent paradigm and the
new topology of neural networks which makes this system act
as a lookup table.

III. FUZZY LOGIC SUBSYSTEM
This subsystem consists of five inputs. The first is price
signal which comes from the smart meter, the second is
battery storage state, and the rest are environment condition
data like humidity, temperature and solar. Their membership
functions are depicted in Figure 2 and are separated into two
categories (a) and (b). Price, battery storage and solar radiation
inputs (a) provide unique and appropriate input for the
intelligent lookup table. Seven membership functions have
been considered for the output of this engine which gives us
the energy consumption situation in the gird. These seven
fuzzy sets are Neutral-, Neutral+, Normal, High-, High+,
Peak- and Peak+. Finally, the resulting set is defuzzified by
centroid defuzzification technique to obtain a numerical value
in (1).
∗

1

Where x* is the defuzzified (numerical) output, µi(x) is the
i output membership function and x is the output variable.
This number is rounded to a whole number whose binary
value goes to the intelligent lookup table. The second category
creates some input control signals to the second subsystem
explained in the next section. The fuzzy rules and membership
function values are set based on our knowledge from the grid
and the environment. These desired values can be modified by
human preferences which can be monitored for any changes,
such as changes in A/C setting. These preferences are used to
initialize membership function values.
th

IV. INTELLIGENT LOOKUP TABLE SUBSYSTEM
A. Structure
The main element of this system has a crystal structure with
cells as shown in Figure 3-a. As seen, each cell is constructed
from two middle neurons and four side neurons. The two
upper neurons have fixed weights and along with the middle
neurons, they all have linear functions. The lower two neurons
are different in the sense that they have trainable weights and
are part of the sigmoid function as seen on (2).
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Fig. 2.
2 Fuzzy membership functions for the
t fuzzy subsystem
m. (a): Category 11. (b): Category 2.
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The neurons of this layer receive their binary inputs from
c be summarrized as Figuree 3thee previous layeer. Figure 3-a can
b. F
For each cell we
w have:
1

,

0

(3)

W
Where n is thee input cell nu
umber. In Figurre 3-a, if
,
whhich is the com
mplement of
, gets valu
ue 1, the first and
a
thee forth neuron will
w fire, whereeas if it gets vaalue 0, the seco
ond
andd third neuron
ns fire. During
g the training step, only acttive
neuurons are train
ned. The characcteristic of the lower neuronss is
thaat the increasin
ng and decreassing rate of thee weight chang
ges
aree not equivaleent at the train
ning step, thiss will be further
expplained in secction IV-B. In each cell, theere are only two
t
acttive neurons at a time and th
he output of th
hat cell enterss as
inpput to the succceeding cell. If each input consists
c
of n bits,
b

Fiig. 3. One cell of th
he network in the associative
a
memorry layer (a): Origin
nal
Shape , (b): The summary
s
of part a

cells woould be conneccted as a chainn up to the
1
input.
The onnly remaining input is nth, where the ouutput of the
chainedd string is connnected to of this input cell. We call this
layer thhe parallel layeer as its cells arre parallel to each other. In
this layyer, only one cell of input n is selected aand we then
reach oour desired mem
mory cell. Forr networks witth more than
one outp
tput, of inpuut cell n are addded to the paraallel layer for
each ouutput. These addded cells are oonly used for aadjustment of
all outpputs except the first one. They have not an influence on
the adj ustment of oother weights. In the otherr words, the
weightss of the netwoork are adjusteed only by thee first output
and thee other outputss are adjustedd by the weighhts of added
input ccells in the pparallel layer [8]. Figure 4 shows this
structurre for an examp
mple network w
with 3 inputs annd 2 outputs.
A shortc
tcoming of usinng this type of network is thaat the number
of cells in parallel layyer increase draamatically as thhe number of
inputs inncrease. On thhe other hand, aas we increase the capacity
of an aassociative mem
mory, most off the cells in pparallel layer
will nevver be used. Too solve the prooblem, instead of having
cell in parallel layerr, we considerr m cells and by using a
mapped into onne of these m
mappinng table, each uused output is m
work is used
cells [199]. Feedback ffrom the propoosed neural netw
to makee intelligent loookup table, aas depicted in Figure 5. A
sequenttial system withh memory is crreated in this cconfiguration
in whichh next outputs depends on prresent inputs annd feedback.

Fig. 4. The structure of the associative memory layer with 3 inputs and 2 outputs. A,C,E are inputs and B,D,F are their complements.

As it was mentioned earlier, the system has three types of
inputs. The first type of input is output of the fuzzy subsystem
which represents energy consumption in the grid as a
continuous variable. This input is connected to n first inputs of
neural networks and implies the network which scenario
should be started. The second input type is that of discretevalued control bits from fuzzy subsystem and external sensors
and the last input type are feedback outputs. All inputs, based

on their conditions, make different scenarios for the intelligent
lookup table [20]. Control bits can show for example, water
heater, air conditioner, refrigerator and other appliances state
in the smart house, or battery storage and solar radiation from
the fuzzy subsystem. This intelligent lookup table should be
trained based on different inputs and control bits.

Fig. 5. The intelligent lookup table structure.
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B. Learning
The algorithm of network training is to decode the problem
to be solved [21]. The learning of this network is supervised.
The single layer perceptron learning rule is used to
train this network [22]:
1

(4)

Where

is the jth cell’s weight, j is the input cell number,
is the input of that cell,
is the
output of the network and
is the desired output. The
important point is that using the learning rule of single layer
perceptron for this multi-layer network makes learning easy.
The method of using this rule is presented here. As mentioned
earlier, only active neurons are trained and in each cell there is
only one lower active neuron at a time. So Eq. (4) can be
rewritten as:

 is the learning rate,

1

(5)
In each layer the  values, which have been used for the
stabilization of weights, are smaller when weights increase
than when they decrease. This always makes weights
decreasing increments larger than weights increasing
increments. These increasing and decreasing increments are
reduced in subsequent layers. The reason is that in binary
numbers, the bit toggle frequency is halved when we move
from Least Significant Bit (LSB) bits toward Most Significant
Bit (MSB) bits. Since the inputs of the suggested network are
binary, considering  as mentioned, the changes of weights
will become slower in subsequent layers. In other words,
weights change with lower frequency for 2n sequential binary
inputs. With the first layer as MSB and the parallel layer as
moving to LSB, the weight toggles would be less for the
neurons of input cell n, which are in the last layer. Frequency
of changes in their inputs is more than other cells. With output
error feedback to all layers, weights of all active neurons will

increase or decrease if the error is positive or negative,
respectively. As  values are not equal, their increasing and
decreasing rate will be different in each layer. By this method,
the network can be stabilized and get adjusted to 2n input
forms which result in convergence of weights [8].
Experiments show that in case of having more than one
output, it is better to consider a coefficient, Power, to adjust
the weights of all outputs, except the first one, to expedite the
convergence of weights.
C. Inputs
Input networks topologies can vary based on their desired
usage. These networks only send the signature of inputs as n
binary bits to the memory network. For example, with
classification problems we can use some simple neural
networks as shown in Figure 6. In this figure, to set the output
values of input network, a coordinate plane is divided to
several areas according to the needed number of output bits. In
Figure 6 an example is shown for 4 outputs which consists of
a coordinate plane and two sets of parallel lines. The first two
inputs vary in value across the X and Y axis of the coordinate
plane. The second two inputs vary over the sets of parallel
lines (one set per input). Orientation of the parallel lines can
either be perpendicular or oblique to the coordinate frame.
Neuron outputs are trained such that their output is 1 if the
input is between parallel lines, otherwise it is zero. By this
method we can find a unique code for each area on the
coordinate plane and guess the approximate coordinate for the
input points. By using this protocol, it is obvious that the
memory network for a 3 dimensional coordinate plane and a 2
dimensional coordinate plane with eight areas, as is shown in
Figure 7, are the same because both of them have 3 inputs.
Also we can use this method for nonlinear patterns as it is
shown in Figure 8.
Input patterns to neural networks may contain noise due to
distortion which is important to consider. Associative memory
networks, however, have fault tolerance which helps the

Fig. 6. (a): Dividing the coordinate plane for 4 outputs (4 inputs for memory network). (b): The suggested input neural networks to make binary inputs for
memory network according to part (a) and defined protocol.
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(6)

In the meanwhile the adjustment of the weights can be written
as:
W

W

SelectNeuron

μ

input

Train

Out

(7)
where:
∆W

Fig. 7. (a): Dividing the 3 dimensional coordinate plane (b): Dividing the 2
dimensional coordinate plane with 3 outputs (from input network)

network to reach a desired output in spite of some input
distortion. We declare the suggested associative memory only
adjusts outputs by binary inputs which are made by input
neural networks. So the input neural networks must prepare
suitable outputs for the associative memory network even for
noisy inputs. It should be noted that in our previous example,
of a classification problems, our system uses unique codes to
cover a suitable portion of the coordinate plane. Any input that
falls into a region is assigned to a unique code. Therefore, we
handle a particular level of noise. It is obvious that if there are
more inputs in the network, the capacity of the memory
network increases. But because it causes more dividing of
coordinate plane, each area becomes smaller, so noise
sensitivity of the input networks also increases. If input
networks require more fault tolerance, other associative
memories such as Hopfield, Bidirectional Associative
Memory (BAM) and etc. can be used. As it was mentioned
before, the intelligent lookup table takes three types of inputs
which come from fuzzy subsystem, outside sensors and
feedback outputs.

SelectNeuron

μ

input

Train

Out

8

and SelectNeuron shows the active neuron and input is the
input from previous layer to that active neuron. To simplify,
each cell in each layer is considered as Figure 3-b and by
using Eq. (2) for output rate in each layer we may write:
f input
f input
f input

W
W
W

(9)

.
.
Where fn(Inputn × Wn) is output of cell n, and Inputn is input
of cell n and Wn is the weight of the active neuron in layer n
for n=1,2,…
As the middle neuron of each cell has linear function with
slope 1, so it may be written:
Input
Const. In
f In W
Input
Input
f f In W
W
.
.
Also the initial weights are considered as below:
Initial W

Initial W

Initial W

(10)

⋯

11

A. Proof of Convergence
As mentioned earlier, the learning rate  values in different
layers, can be written as:

Now, according to the constant value of In which is greater
than 1 and the values of functions f' which are always between
1 and -1 and also  values that are considered in a way that
changes of W are always small and less than changes of f ,
and with equations (6), (10) and (11) we can write:
|Input |

|Input |

|Input |

⋯

12

According to equations (6), (8) and (12) and considering that
error feedbacks to all layers we get:
∆W

∆W

∆W

⋯

13

And using equations (9), (12) and (13) we get:
∆f

Fig. 8. Dividing the coordinate plane for nonlinear pattern

∆f

∆f

⋯

14

Equation (14) shows when in the suggested network, we move
from the first layer toward parallel layer the input changes to
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house. In fact, this syystem predictss outputs based on control
bits andd fuzzy inputs.. For example,, if a smart houuse has both
battery storage andd solar system
m and weathher forecast
informaation shows thaat we would haave a cloudy w
weather in the
next hoours (which soolar energy ggeneration reduuces), if the
control bit is set andd imply the baattery storage needs to be
chargedd, the system ccharges it in orrder to use its eenergy in the
future peak hours. W
We just havee n Scenarioss which the
connecttions between tthem in differeent situations aare trained in
the netw
work.

V. SIMULATTION
Fig. 9. Typical configu
uration of a smart home
h

d
Meanwhile acco
ording to netwo
ork
nexxt layers are diminished.
toppology, in each
h layer includiing parallel lay
yer, there is only
one active neuro
on at a time. Since
S
the errorr of parallel lay
yer
und that the inp
put changes in the
outtput affects all layers, we fou
parrallel layer is always
a
the leasst among all laayers. Also inp
puts
of parallel layerr are limited between 1 an
nd -1. Given the
nvergence rulee of
chaaracteristics off physical layeer, and the con
Sinngle Layer Peerceptron [19]], active neuro
ons in the layer
connverge to their desired outp
puts, i.e. the errror goes to zero
andd the network stabilizes.
B. Functionalityy
T
This network acts
a as an asso
ociative memo
ory and is ablee to
maap a set of inpu
uts to a desired
d output. The network
n
is train
ned
witth different sccenarios and operating
o
cond
ditions. It can be
traained in a certtain time and mostly maps outputs
o
based on
preevious learning
g. The system is trained wheen we have a new
n
sceenario or we intend to chang
ge one. The suggested
s
look
kup
tabble gives the sy
ystem speed an
nd reliability, which
w
is importtant
in a smart hou
use. Scenarios in the menttioned intellig
gent
loookup table aree connected to
o each other in a way wh
hich
sugggest the best energy efficien
ncy for applian
nces in the sm
mart

For ssimulation of the mentioneed system, wee consider a
smart hhouse with waater heater, aiir conditioner,, light, solar
panel, battery storaage, refrigerattor, freezer, dishwasher,
washer and dryer. Figgure 9 shows a typical configguration of a
m of the simulation has 5
smart hhome. The fuzzzy subsystem
types o f inputs alongg with memberrship functionss as they are
shown in Figure 2. IIn the first cattegory, we haave 15 fuzzy
which make proper inputs ffor the intelliigent lookup
rules w
table. Inn this categoryy, there are thrree inputs, butt the number
of fuzzyy rules was redduced from 277 to 15 as show
wn in Figure
10. For instance, whenn the cost is loow, without connsidering the
battery and solar radiiation situationns in the system
m, the fuzzy
rule is set to Neutrall-, meaning thaat 9 fuzzy rules are set to
Neutrall-. These fuzzyy rules based on solar radiaation, battery
main output
storage and price, pproduce a prooper fuzzy dom
which is one of thee seven energyy consumptionn situations,
mentionned in section III, and send it to the intelliigent lookup
table. Itt means that tthe fuzzy subssystem based oon its inputs
producees the first sceenario and thee rest of the sscenarios are
produceed based on thhe control bitss and feedbackk outputs by
the inteelligent lookupp table. An asssociative mem
mory with 38
inputs and 18 outpuuts is designedd. Totally 40996 cells are

Fig. 10. Fuzzy rules for the intelligent Energyy Management Sysstem
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TAB
BLE I
SE
EVENTEEN DEFIINED SCENARIO
OS FOR ENERGY
Y EFFICIENCY IN
NA
SMART
T HOME

N
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Scenario
o
Charge battery
b
by grid
d
Charge battery
b
by solaar
Turn on water heater
Turn on air conditioneer
Turn on dishwasher if programmed on
o
Turn on washer if prog
grammed on
Turn on dryer if prograammed on
Give portion of energy
y to dishwasherr if
program
mmed on
Give portion of energy
y to washer if programmed
p
on
Give portion of energy
y to dyer if programmed on
Give portion of energy
y to refrigeratorr if needed
(on)
Give portion of energy
y to freezer if needed
n
(on)
Turn offf dishwasher
Turn offf washer
Turn offf dryer
Get enerrgy from batterry storage
Turn on light controlleer

i parallel lay
yer. The outpu
uts of the fuzzzy
connsidered for its
subbsystem enter the first six inputs of thee network. We
W
connsider 12 con
ntrol bits whicch enter the network as next
n
inpputs. These co
ontrol bits are for solar, batttery storage and
a
hom
me appliancess functionalitiees. The rest off the inputs co
ome
froom feedback outputs. Seveenteen differen
nt scenarios are
deffined and based on different conditions;
c
pro
oper scenarios are
traained to each neural
n
network
k. These scenarrios are shown
n in
Taable 1. As was mentioned earlier, just the connectio
ons
bettween scenario
os are trained in
n the system as
a offline training.
Whhen there are changes or neew scenarios in
n the system, the
neuural network can be trained again
a
during offf-peak hours.
hanges are sho
own in Figure 11. As shown
n in
The weight ch
thiis figure, the weights
w
stabilizee after 25 samp
ples which sho
ows
thaat this kind of connection bettween neurons results in weight
connvergence to the
t desired outtput. The figure also shows that
t
thee weight chang
ges in cells tow
ward parallel lay
yer are reduced
d

Figg. 11. The value of weight changes for
f simulation of system with 38 inp
puts
and 18 outputs.

Fig. 12. Weight changes ffor the first lower ttrainable weight inn parallel layer
for all of the training situations.

Fig. 13. W
Weight changes fo r the second lowerr trainable weight in parallel layer
for all of the training situations.

which inndicates the sttabilization of tthe network. F
Figure 12 and
13 show
w the weight chhanges for twoo lower trainable weights in
parallell layer for all oof the training situations. Theey show that
weight changes are liimited and alsoo for all of thee outputs are
very cllose to each other. For thhe simulation results, the
mentionned house is ssimulated in G
GridLAB-D sooftware [23].
The eneergy managem
ment system prrogram which is written in
C# langguage is able too connect to thhe GridLAB-D
D and change
the apppliances’ glt files in orderr to get the best energy
consum
mption in the sm
mart home bassed on the prevvious offline
trainingg. The results ffor real power with and withoout using the
intelligeent EMS (iE
EMS) during one day (24 hours) are
comparred. As it is shoown in Figure 14, by applyinng the iEMS
in the hhouse, the energy consumpption is movedd from peak
hour too non-peak houur by the systtem. This systeem also was
with real data for one day (10/4/2011) inn New York
tested w
City [244] and the resuult for energy cconsumption aand cost with
and witthout applying the iEMS to tthe system durring 24 hours
are com
mpared. Figuree 15 comparess energy consuumption and
figure 116 compares thhe cost of enerrgy during 24 hhours for the
mentionned day. As tthe figures shoow, based on the weather
informaation and real ddata price, therre is a 20% impprovement in
energy consumption and 21% saving in the cosst of energy
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Fig. 14. Comparing measured power with and without applying the intelligent EMS to the system during one day (24 hours)

Fig. 15. Comparing energy consumption with and without applying the iEMS to the system during 24 hours on 10/4/2011 in New York City

Fig. 16. Comparing cost of energy with and without applying the iEMS to the system during 24 hours on 10/4/2011 in New York City
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which proves the positive functionality of the designed iEMS
especially in peak hours.
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VII.

CONCLUSION

An automated intelligent energy management system (iEMS)
for residential level is presented. The suggested EMS system
has two subsystems, fuzzy sub and intelligent lookup table.
The fuzzy subsystem has 15 fuzzy rules along with
membership functions which makes appropriate outputs for
the intelligent lookup table subsystem. The intelligent lookup
table is a new associative neural network which maps inputs to
desired outputs. It can be trained based on the different
scenarios and connections between them. The intelligent
lookup table has three types of inputs. The first type of input is
output of the fuzzy subsystem which represents energy
consumption in the grid as a continuous variable. The second
input type is that of discrete-valued control bits from fuzzy
subsystem and external sensors and the last input type are
feedback outputs. This automated energy management system
is able to find the best energy efficiency scenario for different
situations. After training the system, it is able to predict the
situation in a smart house and find the best energy
consumption scenario.
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